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Claremont Chronicle Team

A note from the editorial team...
Welcome to issue 9! In this issue of the Chronicle, we
have been focusing on the 50th anniversary of our
school. The photo for our special anniversary front cover
features the Chronicle reporters making a big ’50’.
Inside there are lots of features about 50 things –
50 predictions for the future, 50 things to do before
leaving Claremont, 50 mixed-up animals and what
schools were like 50 years ago.
A key highlight of this issue is the newspaper club’s visit
to the BBC studios to find out what it is like to work
behind the scenes of the news. We also interviewed a
special guest, Claudia Sermbezis, who went to school here and who is now an actress and
BBC reporter. There are games, riddles and lots, lots more!
Happy 50th Anniversary Claremont!!
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Feature

50 things to do before you leave Claremont
by Saskia, Aliya, Candela, Charlotte, Natali
Go Camping
Go vegan for at least one day
Learn a simple tune on the piano
Learn to swim
Have a selfie marathon
Run a mile
Go to another country
Read the Harry Potter books
Read one book in one day
Do a fashion catwalk for your friends
Build a den in the forest
Build a fire and toast marshmallows on it and make a s’more
Learn to say hello in 5 languages
Learn the alphabet backwards off by heart
Bake a 3-tier cake
Learn all the planets and their orders
Have a duvet day
Make breakfast in bed for a family member
Watch Peppa Pig all morning
Make a documentary about yourself
Learn an instrument
Go shopping with friends (with permission!)
Have a pillow fight
Have a snack race
Have a pen pal
Go bowling
Go to a theme park
Do the chubby bunny challenge with your friends
Stay up until midnight on new year
Tie-Die a T-shirt
Donate something to charity
Read the Hobbit
Stay up all night for a sleepover
Make pancakes and flood it with maple syrup
Have a PBJ Peanut Butter Jelly (Jam not real jelly) sandwich
Run a race for charity
On a hot day, pour a bottle of water on your head
Do a sponsored silence for one hour
Buy an ice cream for yourself
Try a cup of tea
Make a full English breakfast fry up
Go to see Buckingham Palace
Do an impression of 20 people in one minute
Do a handstand in a pool
Don’t go on a screen for a day (Good Luck with that)
Make a snow angel in the sand
Face a fear
Climb a tree
Wrap your friend in toilet paper
Dive off a diving board
Claremont Chronicle July 2019
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Interview

Ex-Claremont pupil, actress and BBC reporter
Claudia Sermbezis, came back to school 30
years later...
Q. What was
Claremont like when
you were here? Did
you enjoy your
Claremont days?
A. Yes, I did enjoy
Claremont. The uniform was very similar! The curtains in
the hall were different! I was really inspired by my teacher, Mr Petley-Jones
who gave me the
confidence to do acting.
Q. What hobbies did
you have growing
up?
A. I really enjoyed
art and writing when
I was younger.
Q. What inspired you
to start your career
in news?
A. At school I liked
acting, writing and I
edited films. Thanks
to the encouragement of my teacher I
wrote to the 6
o’clock news when I
was 15.
Q. What was your
first presenting job
like? Were you nervous?
A. It was a disaster,
the autocue broke
4

Claremont Reporters interview Claudia in a special school assembly

and I had to read off
my notes.
Q. What was your
role in Star Wars?
A. I played Lema
Eelyak in Star Wars
the Force Awakens
–my line was
“General, the shields
are down.” I was
thrilled that they
made a lego minifigure of my character!

Q. Can you tell us
about your dancing
bear documentary?
I worked with a local
charity over a number of years to stop
people using bears
for dancing.
Q. This is our signa-

ture question : You
are sitting on the sofa after a long day of
work, what is your
snack and drink of
choice?
A. A large slice of
millionaire shortbread and a cup of
tea!

Q. What’s your favourite animal
you’ve reported on
so far?
A. I reported on elephants in India who
were knocking down
the villagers’ wells. A
local conservation
group helped the villagers build stronger
wells and the elephants went back to
digging.

Claudia tours the school with Mrs Roberts and
Claremont Reporters Asfand and Lauren
Claremont Chronicle July 2019

Illusions

Optical illusions
by Saskia and Candela
Have you ever seen an optical illusion?
Optical illusions simply trick our brains into seeing things which may or may not be real. They are
really cool but they can be frustrating! Some, you see different pictures when you look at them
differently, but some appear moving, even on paper!

The wheels appear to spin

When you stare at a white dot, other
white dots appear black!

Rabbit or duck…?

What do you see?
Old lady or young
lady?

Claremont Chronicle July 2019

What colours do you see
in this dress? It’s actually
white and gold!
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Poetry

Claremont School 50th Anniversary Poem
by Niamh, Ciara and Danny
The Head’s Mrs Crockett,
She came down like a rocket,
To join our fab primary school.
We love all our friends,
They’re like golden gems,
We think it’s pretty cool.
Claremont has great values,
Respect and kindness we shall use,
To all those we ever meet.
All our classes are great fun,

We love sports day in the sun,
And we think all our teachers are neat.
Holding the house trophy makes us proud,
And we all cheer aloud,
For red, yellow, green and blue.
We are all doing just fine,

“Let every light shine”,
The school motto is very true.
We joined Claremont just after nursery,
And now here we are celebrating,
The 50th Anniversary!
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Crazy Hair Day

Crazy Hair Day!
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Feature

Getting to know our neighbours
Welcome to our first
guest interview with
one of our neighbours. Eddie,
Christabel and Louis
met with Tom Paradise and his Wife,
Pam who live on
Farmcombe Road.
Where were you born?
I was born in St Mary’s
Hospital, Paddington in
London on May 7th
1930.
Were you evacuated
from London during the
war?
I was 9 years and 4
months old when I was
first evacuated from London.
What was that like?
It was Sunday 3rd September and just before
11am my parents told my
older sister and I to listen
to an important radio announcement—it was the
Prime Minister, Neville
Chamberlain, who announced Britain was at
war with Germany.

even after the
war ended.

Southborough where I
once served as Mayor.

What was your
career?

Have you been happy in
our neighbourhood?

I worked in engineering, both
electrical and
mechanical. My
father was convinced electricity was the future and would
enable great
changes and he
was right. I also
had to undertake two years
Tom as a young boy in the 1930’s
National Service
in
the
Army. Due to
were often hungry so I
my engineering experidecided to search food
out where it grows…. In ence, I was placed in the
the fields! I soon discov- REME (Royal Electrical
and Mechanical Engiered that raw carrots
neers). I also representwere delicious but raw
ed the Army at swimming
potatoes were not!
and water polo as I was
of international standard.
Fortunately my Grandmother visited us and
When did you move to
could see we were unhappy and took us back Farmcombe Road?
to London.
My wife and I purchased

Our time in Farmcombe
Road has been a happy
one but somewhat spoilt
now by the wide-spread
parking of non-residents
cars.
Our school has been
open for 50 years, what
were you doing 50 years
ago?
When Claremont
opened, we were living in
Derby and our youngest
daughter Ann had just
started Reception at the
local school. If we had
been living in Farmcombe Road she would
have been one of the
very first pupils!
What advice would you
offer our readers?

My advice is … work
hard, knowledge is a
wonderful asset now and
When the next German our house in Farmcombe throughout your life.
aeroplane attacks started Road in September
1986, over 30 years ago.
we were evacuated
Before that we lived in
again to Cornwall and
whilst we were separated
The next day I went to
my sister and I both
school with a winter coat
stayed with kind families.
with my name attached
Because the school
on a label, a gas mask
couldn't cope with all the
and a small suitcase of
new London children
clothes. We were put on
they decided to alternate
a train to Lyme Regis,
days so local boys went
Dorset. Sadly my Sister
one day and London
and I were placed with
evacuees the next etc.
people who did not want
children but had spare
When the bombers atbedrooms so were
tacked the coast, my
forced to have us. They family decided we would
were very unkind and did move together to Derby
not feed us properly. We and we stayed there
Tom & Pam Paradise with Eddie, Christabel and Louis
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Animal Corner

50 Mixed Up Animals!
There are twenty five mixed animals on this page...fifty to
guess all together...
by Sophie and Molly
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BBC Visit
Presenters Rob Smith and Natalie Graham
Did you know they write their own scripts? They read
from the autocue; the papers they hold are for back
up and have to be a light blue colour so as not to
glare in the lights.
Why does the short delay happen in interviews?
Rob: It depends where the satellite is in orbit. It can
be very annoying as you end up interrupting someone and it gets very confusing!
What happens if you need to cough while talking? Natalie: I just cough quietly and try to hold it
in, sometimes with tears in my eyes!

In the Studio
The studio is where they film the BBC SouthEast Today programme. Inside there are
three sections: A desk with a hidden computer inside, a sofa for reporters to sit at with
guests and a screen
to stand in front of.
Natalie let us sit at the
desk with her.

Leanne Lawless, Reporter
What skills do you need to be a reporter? There are
lots of different skills needed, I research and write my
own reports, I also film and edit my own stories. Every
day is different.

Jennifer Bartram, Weather Presenter
Has there ever been a problem with the
green screen where you worked before?
Yes, sometimes people forgot to wear the
right colour clothes – if there are patches
of green it can look like bullet holes!
Have you always wanted to be a reporter?
I started off as a radio reporter in Newcastle and was offered a weather job in London. I didn’t know much about weather but
learned about it and that’s how I got here.
10
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BBC Visit

The Chronicle team visit the BBC studios
in Tunbridge Wells
Newspaper club have been lucky enough to visit the BBC South East studios on Mount
Pleasant. We were shown around the newsroom where we saw the online team, the
graphics team, the place where documents are checked for viruses and we met and interviewed reporters and presenters. We also the saw the studio where the news is filmed, and
sat in the gallery to actually watch a news show be produced and broadcast!

In the Gallery
The gallery is a room filled with lots of TV screens to watch what is being filmed inside the studio
and the reporters who are visiting other places and waiting to broadcast. It is where the director,
transmissions manager, vision mixer, technical manager and production assistants are stationed
whilst filming takes place. The people who run the autocue and the sound control also sit here.

Alex Lilly, Journalism co-ordinator,
controls the speed of the autocue to match the
speed that the presenters are speaking. He also prints off the scripts for back-up in case the
autocue breaks. Alex showed us the studio.
Thank you Alex!

Production Assistant, Susan Brewer, prepares the running order of the stories and checks
caption spellings. Susan gave us a tour of the newsroom. Thank you Susan!
Claremont Chronicle July 2019
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Recipes

Fruit Kebab Recipe
(with melted chocolate) by Natali
This is a very simple and fun summer recipe to do in
your spare time. It involves almost no equipment and is
very easy to prepare. You’ll also be able to enjoy a delicious fruit kebab with glazed chocolate at the end. Just
remember to have an adult present while you do this to
help If needed.
What you’ll need:
Long kebab sticks
A variety of fruit
Plain chocolate (milk, white or dark)
First prepare all your ingredients (listed above). Snap your chocolate into small squares and melt in a microwave or using a bain-marie (ask a parent to help you with this step). Secondly, take your fruit and cut it
into medium sized pieces. You’ll need an adult’s help for this.
Then, take your kebab stick and thread it through the cut up fruit. Keep adding on the fruit until you fill up
almost the entire kebab stick, (leave a bit on the bottom for you to hold).
After you’ve completed your kebab stick, take it and drizzle chocolate over it or dip it into the chocolate.
Finally, allow the chocolate to harden and set and enjoy your delicious summery treat…

Amazing Authors
Jacqueline Wilson

by Emma S

Dame Jacqueline Wilson was born in Bath in 1945. She always wanted to be a writer and wrote
her first “novel” when she was nine, filling countless exercise books as she grew up. Since having
her daughter, called Emma, she has been writing full time. She has written over 70 best-selling
books. Her signing sessions attract huge crowds of fans and last for hours! Over 35 million copies of her books have now been
sold in the UK alone. Jacqueline spent a lot of her childhood
in Kingston-on-Thames. She
became a Dame in December
2007 and was the Children’s
Laureate from 2005-2007. In
2004, her books were the most
borrowed from Britain’s libraries.
I think Jacqueline is a brilliant
writer because all of her books
are written from a child’s perspective and everyone can relate to her books.
I would rate her books 5 out of
5 stars.
12
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Book, Film and Game Reviews
Howl’s Moving Castle by Diana Wynne Jones
In a faraway land beyond our sight, where seven-league boots and cloaks of invisibility actually exist, Sophie Hatter a young orphan with two sisters and a step-mother encounters
the unwelcoming attention of the Witch of The Waste who puts a terrible curse on her. “And
the best part of this spell is you can’t tell anyone about it!” the witch cackled evilly. Sophie
decides to seek her fortune and leave her small town behind. She treks over the bumpy hills
for hours and hours and finally arrives at the only place she might find help: The moving
castle which is owned by the dreaded Wizard Howl whose appetite they say is only satisfied by the hearts
and souls of young girls. I personally think this book is really amazing. There are many exciting and unexpected twists in this story. It has also been made into an animated movie by Studio Ghibli which I have
also watched. So I thoroughly recommend this book to all readers big and small.
Reviewed by Daisy

Story Treehouse by Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton
The storey treehouse books are fun filled and action packed. I personally love them because they are reallyyyyyyyy funny and they bring back bits from the beginning when you’re
near the end of the book. There are also really strange vehicles like a sandwich submarine
and other crazy vehicles. The books go up in 13 storeys every time it goes
13,26,39,52,65,78,91 and 104. They are for ages 4+ and you can find some in the school
library and in bookshops, they are only about £5 each if you buy them. I would rate them 4.7
rating out of 5. That is the end of my book review make sure you read my next review for the next Chronicle bye!
Reviewed by Sophie
The Dragon’s Apprentice by Dugold Steer
The dragon’s apprentice is a book about two siblings (Beatrice and Daniel cook) who are
raising a dragon chick by the name of Torcher. The half frost dragon half European dragon Erasmus has been sent to teach the three of them (and a friend called Darcy) about
dragons. But Erasmus leaves Torcher in the forest and things just get worse and worse. I
give this book a 10 out of 10.
Reviewed by Lauren

The Middler by Kirsty Applebaum
Maggie’s brother Jed is an eldest, special. A hero. Her younger brother is Trig – a littlest.
But Maggie’s just a middler; invisible and left behind. Then, one day, she meets Una, a
wanderer in need of help, and everything Maggie has ever known gets turned on its head.
Overall, I think this book is for 8 – 13 year olds.
Reviewed by Emma W
Zoe’s Rescue Zoo by Amelia Cobb
Zoe’s rescue zoo books are great to read. Zoe the main character can actually TALK TO
ANIMALS! And there is always an animal who needs help to settle in. They’re brought
there if they’re worried, frightened or have lost their family. Find out what happens next
with Zoe and the animals!
Reviewed by Molly

Claremont Chronicle July 2019
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Book Reviews

Moomins are awesome!
By Daisy

The moomins are a
mythical group of
creatures that are
small, shy, plump
and have tiny ears
but their most noticeable feature is their
massive nose that
covers most of their
face. Their nose is so
big that you can’t
even see their
mouth. Moomin’s fur
is snow-white and
extremely soft.

cheeky weasel-like
animal; the Mymbles,
a mother and a group
of naughty children;
Snufkin and Little My.
Snufkin is Moomin
Troll’s best friend and
The Moomins live in Little My is an horrifia calm peaceful land cally naughty and ancalled Moomin valley noying child who
likes pulling
pranks on
poor
Moomin
Troll – Little My
and
Snufkin
are both
part of the
Mymble
family.
with many other
creatures: the
Snorks, animals that
look identical to the
Moomins apart from
their gift to change
colour; Sniff, a
14

Groke doesn’t talk
but is constantly
moaning and groaning. It is believed by
many that the Groke
is a reflection of your
fears. The Groke is
attracted to lights and
freezes the ground
wherever she goes.
The Hattifatiners are
a large population of
weird, sock-like
ghosts that travel to
islands to worship
storms. When electri-

cally charged the
Hattifatiners smell
like sulphur and
burning rubber.
These characters are
extremely magical
and interesting. The
Moomin books are
wonderful and I thoroughly recommend
them to all readers.

But not all characters
in Moomin valley are
the friendliest, for example the Groke is a
dark lonely monster
with a rounded triangular nose. The
Claremont Chronicle July 2019

Travel Reviews

Georgia
by Natali
Georgia is a country at
the intersection of Europe and Asia. It’s on
the eastern end of the
Black Sea between
Turkey and Russia.
Taking a flight to Georgia would take you
about 5 hours but the
amazing time you’d
have would be worth it.
With its green valleys
spread with vineyards
to its old churches
perched in fantastic
mountain scenery,
Georgia is one of the

most beautiful countries on earth. I have
enjoyed many visits to
Georgia because of
the amazing weather
and fun activities, such
as: Visiting old, almost
ancient churches on
mountains, white-water
rafting , mountain/
beachside biking, skiing/snowboarding and
much more…Due to its
fantastic background
scenery, Georgia has
been the filming place
for many different films
such as Black Panther
(partially), Stranger
Things and more… If
you are keen on the

Holland

idea of going deep
down into a steep vertical cave, Krubera
Cave is just the right
thing for you. 7,200
feet deep, it is the
deepest cave on the
planet. It would take 27
days to reach the bottom. The country’s one

of the most ecologically diverse places on
earth. So is the food.
The national Georgian
dish is Khinkali, a meat
dumpling with broth
inside. Another common favourite is Khachapuri, a pizza-like
cheese pie. Yum…

was because Holland is
so flat and easy to cycle
and it didn’t matter how
heavy the bike is beby Emma S
cause the cycling was so
Holland is a flat country- easy. In addition to that,
amazing for bikers. I
the Centre Parcs was
went to Holland at my
absolutely great. What
latest holiday. I stayed in else would you want if
a Centre Parcs and
you were living in the
learned to ski! We went middle of the woods with
on the best bike ride. But wildlife and nature? We
I did feel a bit left out be- ended up cycling everycause my tires were so
much thinner than every- where we didn’t use a
car all week! And as well
body else’s! And that

as all that, after each
which was full of tropical
day, just before bed, we trees, flumes and outcould go to a giant swim- door slides!
ming leisure centre,

Hong Kong

ties and night markets
and if you go as a family
you should visit the toy
market. When my family
(Sophie family) went
there we discovered that
a good snack are egg
puffs that you can’t get in
the UK . You can get dif-

,

places to visit in Hong
Kong which you can eiby Sophie & Emma W ther travel to on an MTR
(underground) or on an
Hong Kong is an amaz- minibus. The places you
can visit are Wang chi,
ing city. Emma and I
think you should definite- Lantau Island, The Peak,
ly go there because there wung juck hang etc. In
are lots of cool buildings those parts are fun activiand different foods.
There are lots of animals
like pandas, dolphins and
monkeys. People there
speak Cantonese but
many also speak English. Even though the
people there are Cantonese lots of people are
tourists from other countries. There are lots of
Claremont Chronicle July 2019

ferent flavours like choc
chip, cheese and elderflower. The drinks there
were not the same as
England because all the
children’s drinks were
fruit tea and grape juice.
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Feature

What was school like 50 years ago?
By Charlotte and Candela
You may be thinking that school has always been old and boring; however, what if
someone told you it had an interesting history? Let’s go back 50 years and find
out what school was like in the 1960s. Believe it or not, School wasn’t that different in the 60s: apart from our high-tech devices, it was quite similar.

In the 1940s The School Broadcasting Council of the UK announced that
they would develop a wireless radio station for schools out there: this played
a great part in education in the 60s.
In the 1960s the school milk programme was developed – where pupils would receive half a pint of milk to keep them strong, they would be forced to drink this
lukewarm liquid – it had been kept warm by the radiator (yuk!). The programme
started to fade away in the 80s – 90s though.

Teachers in the 60s were much different than
they are now. They were more strict, learning
was often by reciting and they used chalk
boards instead of white boards and ipads.
16
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50 things we predict for the future
by Asfand, Emma S, Lauren, Daisy, Emma W

1. aliens on earth
2. flying cars will be everywhere
3. animals like radonkey (rabbit and
donkey)
4. UFOs flying through the skies

26. electronic 10 second cleaner stick
27. aqua treadmill
28. shuttles to the moon
29. portable copy & paste tool
30. clear weather phone

5. planes of titanium

31. portable toaster

6. hologram watches

32. time machines

7. people living on Mars, Jupiter and possibly
Saturn
8. people will be smarter due to bigger brains
9. levitating desk lamp
10. solar powered
chargers
11. VR TVs
12. self-heating coat
13. floating houses
14. holographic phone
15. personalised weather
16. holographic tables
17. webbed hands and feet
18. microchips for food
19. marrying other beings
20. water shaped like computers
21. robotic pets
22. electronic sensor pen
23. food pills
24. food scanner

33. no roads
34. actual hover boards
35. trains will hover
36. robot people
37. 100% heat proof material
38. personality for robots
39. cities will be filled with flying cars and will
be very tall.
40. hyper speed trains
41. robot maids
42. space balloon
43. smart food labels
44. painless tattoos
45. clothes for superhuman skills

46. self-tying shoes
47. a bendable phone
48. Get-what-you-want TV – you can pick
things out of the TV like your favourite food
49. a never-ending chocolate bar
50. A new kind of energy

25. Earth to Mars tunnel
Claremont Chronicle July 2019
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Teachers’ Pets

Meet Mrs Williams’ pet
Q. What is your
pet’s name?
A. Marley
Q. How old is
your pet?
A. 1 year old
Q. How would
you describe
your pet in
three words?
A. Happy,
bouncy,
mischievous.
Q. What is the

most rewarding
thing about your
pet?

pet have an
unusual
favourite food?

A. She’s a real
character, she’s
always happy to
see us and she
loves playing
fetch .

A. She loves
bananas!

Q. What is the
funniest thing
your pet does?
A. Walks on her
hind legs
Q. Does your

Q. Does your
pet have an
interesting
history?
A. She came
from Berkshire,
but her mum’s
owner is
originally from
Tunbridge
Wells.

Riddle Time!
by Natali

Here are some riddles for you and your friends to enjoy. Can you figure these riddles out? Test
your friends and see if they are as smart as you think they are…
Q1: In a one-storey house, there was a red cat, orange phone, yellow chairs and a green
table. Everything was rainbow coloured. What colour were the stairs?
Q2: What is as light as a feather, but the world’s strongest man couldn’t hold it for more than 2
‘Bonnie’
minutes?
Mr Care’s cat,
Q3: What falls but never breaks, what breaks but never falls?

Toby

Q4: I have no doors but I have keys, I have no rooms but I do have space, you can enter but
you cannot leave. What am I?
Q5: There were 3 men on a boat. The boat sunk and every man went underwater, but only 2
got their hair wet. How?

Answers: 1. There are no stairs. It’s a one-storey house. 2. Your Breath 3. Night and day 4. A keyboard. 5. The 3rd
man was bald.
18
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Get Active

Cricket

by Candela

Cricket is a well-played and
watched sport, popular with
girls and boys and in fact all of
England’s citizens. One of our
journalists (Saskia) is a passionate player. She recommends starting at an early age,
5+. It’s a great sport full of collaboration and teamwork, and
your independent decisions are
just as important. Saskia tells
me that her favourite Cricketer
is Alex Hartly, she played brilliantly for England, with her
amazing left handed leg spin.
The best clubs in Tunbridge
Wells are Tunbridge Wells
cricket club, The Borderers and
Bells Yew Green.

Get
Active!

Learn a language by Asfand
It is great to learn a different language, because someone may be talking to you in
a different language and you may not know how to respond, so here are some
common words and phrases below.
Hello/Bye in Arabic: Marhaba/Wadaeaan
Hello/Bye in French: Bonjour/Au revoir
Hello /Bye in Urdu: Asalam-alaikum/Alafis
Hello/Bye in Chinese: Nihao/Zaijian

Hello/Bye in German: Hallo/Tschüss
How are you in Arabic: Kalf Halakum
How are you in French: Comment vas-tu
How are you in Urdu: Aap kasa ho
How are you in Chinese: Ni hao ma
How are you in German: Wie geht es dir?
Claremont Chronicle July 2019
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Games

Places in Tunbridge Wells Word Search
by Aliya
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Can you find?
Pantiles
Calverley grounds
Grove park

Claremont school (no.1 place to visit after my house)
Tunbridge Wells museum
Royal Victoria Place

Library
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